[Evolution of RNA-dependent RNA-polymerases from positive RNA viruses: comparison of phylogenetic trees constructed by different methods].
Presumptive phylogenetic trees of evolutionary conserved fragments of RNA-dependent RNA polymerases of 26 positive strand RNA viruses were generated using a simple clustering procedure or a novel approach based on the so-called maximal topologic similarity principle. The latter methodology involves a quantitative measure of the degree of correspondence between the topology of generated trees and structure of the initial distance matrix. The algorithm for tree construction based on the maximal topologic similarity principle does not include the assumption of evolutionary rate constancy, as opposed to the clustering procedure. Nevertheless, it is demonstrated that the trees generated by the two methods are topologically similar, indicating that no drastic change of evolutionary rate had occurred in evolution of the positive strand RNA virus RNA polymerases. This in turn suggests that RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (or at least their evolutionary conserved core domains used for construction of the phylogenetic trees) are principally functionally equivalent in all positive strand RNA viruses.